ABSTRACT
Spatial decision making is a complex cognitive process which requires appropriate support by interactive maps and other computer graphics. We develop tools to facilitate multicriteria evaluation of options by individuals as well as tools for analysis of results of voting in group decision making. Spatial distribution of options is represented by interactive map in combination with analysis of multidimensional attribute characteristics of decision options in statistical graphics.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Our research work is mainly devoted to support of exploratory analysis of spatially referenced data. We investigate the potential of interactive dynamic maps [Andrienko and Andrienko 1999a] and their combination with methods of data mining [Andrienko and Andrienko 1999b]. In particular, we explore the opportunities of application of these tools to the task of spatial multicriteria decision making [Malczewski, 1999]. Our earlier experiences in this direction are described in [Andrienko, Jankowski and Andrienko, 2000; Jankowski, Andrienko and Andrienko, 2001]. In particular, we developed a series of map-centered displays and interactive procedures that facilitate individual decision making.

In this presentation we want to demonstrate some new developments not covered by the previous papers. The tools for decision making will be demonstrated on the example data set with characteristics of skiing resorts of the canton Wallis (Valais) in Switzerland. The attributes characterizing the resorts (such as maximum elevation, duration of skiing season, price for the skiing pass etc.) can be used as criteria in decision making, for example, in selection of a place to go on vacation.

Our system Descartes includes two groups of instruments: tools to be used by individual decision makers and tools for a facilitator of a process of collaborative decision making. These instruments will be briefly described in the next two sections.

2. TOOLS TO SUPPORT INDIVIDUAL DECISION MAKING
In constructing tools to support decision making one should take two essential points into account. First, two types of criteria need to be distinguished: benefit criteria (bigger values are better) and cost criteria (smaller values are better). Second, criteria may have different relative importance for the decision maker. Accordingly, all the instruments we propose allow the user to indicate the type of each criterion and to specify relative importance (weights) of criteria. Besides, the user may choose which of the attributes available she/he will use as criteria.

2.1 “Utility signs”
To support visual evaluation of spatially distributed options and search for suitable options on a map, we have developed a method for cartographic representation of characteristics of options called “utility signs”. In our system we implemented two variants of utility signs: utility bar charts and utility wheels.

A utility sign consists of several graphical elements (Figure 1): bars in utility bar charts and circle segments in utility wheels. Each element corresponds to one of the attributes under consideration (decision criterion). One dimension of an element (height in a bar and radius in a circle segment) represents the value of the attribute for the object this sign stands for. When the attribute is a benefit criterion, the size is proportional to the value, for a cost criterion the inverse proportion is kept. Hence, better values are always represented by bigger sizes. The other dimension (width in a bar and angle in a circle segment) represents the importance of the criterion. When the user interactively changes the weights of the criteria, the signs on the map are immediately redrawn.
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By the construction of a sign, the total area of all its elements shows approximately the “goodness”, or utility, of the object this sign stands for. Hence, a decision maker needs to look on the map for signs with largest areas.

To simplify estimation of areas of utility signs and, thereby, visual evaluation of options, the signs can be supplemented with frames showing the maximum area (see Figure 1 on the right). This area corresponds to best possible values of all the attributes.

To facilitate visual analysis, we implemented 2 interactive features: visual search for options with a given quality (described in our previous publications), and visual comparison for utility bars for different options.

2.2 Visual comparison technique for utility bars
Earlier we have designed and implemented a “visual comparison” operation for a single numeric attribute represented on a map by painting or standalone bars [Andrienko and Andrienko 1999a]. We found this operation very useful for comparison of object characteristics and for exploration of value distribution. Recently we implemented a similar procedure to multidimensional data about decision options. Thus, Figure 2 demonstrates the values of three decision criteria for spatially distributed options are shown in comparison to values for a user-selected reference option (Torrent). Upward oriented bars represent values better than the reference option has, i.e. bigger values for benefit criteria and smaller values for cost criteria. Downward oriented bars represent worse values. The absence of a bar signifies the value equal to the corresponding value for the reference object. For example, one can see from the picture that “Crans Montana” is better evaluated than Torrent according to 2 criteria, and has a close value for the 3rd criterion.

Hence, it is potentially applicable in multicriteria decision making. However, the plot needs to be specifically constructed to account for peculiarities of decision making tasks: different directions of criteria (benefit or cost) and variation of weights.

In the variants of parallel coordinates plot we propose for decision making the axes for benefit and cost criteria have different orientation: left to right vs. right to left. The orientation is indicated by arrows. With such a solution, the best values of each attribute are always on the right, and the worst on the left. This makes it easy to estimate visually how good any specific option is: the closer to the right edge of the plot is a line, the better is the option.

Difference in relative weights of criteria can be reflected by variation of lengths of the axes: the more important is a criterion, the longer is the corresponding axis (see Figure 3). Due to this transformation lines of options surpassing others in more important criteria shift visually more to the right (“good”) pole of the plot.

Visual estimation of goodness of options can be reinforced by application of existing computational methods for multi-criteria evaluation. Our system computes aggregated scores of options according to the so-called “Ideal point” method [Hwang and Yoon, 1981]. The method uses the weights assigned to the criteria by the decision maker. Results of computation are represented on the parallel coordinate plot together with the source data. Thus, in the plot shown in Figure 3 the computed scores are represented on the axis second from the bottom, and the bottom axis reflects ranking of the options with respect to the scores received. Such a display significantly helps in understanding and verification of the outcome of automatic evaluation. It also allows interactive analysis of sensitivity of the aggregated scores to changes of the weights. When the user alters any of the weights, the scores are immediately re-computed, and the results are reflected in the plot.

The plot may be linked to a map showing locations of the options (Figure 3). The map may represent the aggregated scores or the ranking of the options (for example, by degrees of darkness of painting) and change dynamically in parallel with changes in the plot.

2.4 “Dynamic query”
A useful tool for decision making is “dynamic query” [Ahlberg et al. 1992]. With this tool, which is available in our system, the user can interactively set and dynamically alter constraints on attribute values. In response to user’s manipulations all the displays of the system are immediately redrawn to show only objects satisfying the constraints. A decision maker can impose constraints not only on source attributes but also on results of computation. Thus, applying “dynamic query” to the ranking of options according to the aggregated scores, the user can make all displays show only a selected number of top-scoring options (the map and the parallel coordinates plot in Figure 3 show five best options). When the decision maker alters the weights of the criteria, the system recomputes the scores and the ranking, applies the constraints to the new results obtained, and makes the map and other displays show the new set of best options (Figure 4).
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2.5 Sensitivity analysis and visualization of results

Besides finding the best options among available, it is important to understand how sensitive the decision procedure is to slight changes of the weights of the criteria. One possibility is to “shake” the weights manually, by moving corresponding sliders around their current positions. This procedure can be automated.

We implemented a sensitivity analysis method in the system, which iteratively changes weights of selected criteria in user-specified intervals. For each criterion the user may select the desired number of iterations (Figure 5).

Figure 5. A panel for specification of the parameters for the sensitivity analysis. The user has selected 50 iterations for the first criterion and 100 iterations for the second.

Figure 6. Combined symbolic and graphical representation of sensitivity analysis results. The first column corresponds to the current ranking, the next 3 columns show minimal, maximal, and mean rankings over 150 iterations. The last column shows the variance of ranks.
The results are added to the table with the source data and can be graphically represented on the map or other displays. For example, bar charts can show the current, minimal, mean, and maximal ranking of each object.

Another interesting possibility is to use the “table lens” technique [Rao and card, 1994] (see Figure 6). After sorting the table according to the current ranks, it is clearly visible that the mean ranks are strongly following them. The curves for the minimal and maximal ranks are also similar to that for the current ranks but have some slight deviations. Very interesting is the curve for the variance. One can see that for the 3 best options the variance is 0, i.e. they remained the best over all iterations. For the next 7 options the variance is very low, and variation of the ranks (the difference between maximal and minimal ranking) is smaller than 3. Finally, the biggest variance (and, respectively, the most sensitive result) has the 27th option which balanced between 14th and 38th ranks. However, this option is, apparently, not interesting from the perspective of decision making.

3. TOOLS TO SUPPORT GROUP DECISION MAKING

One of possible scenarios of group decision making supposes that the group members individually analyze the space of options and then vote about the options. Descartes includes tools that allow the person leading the process of group decision making (facilitator) to analyze the results of voting.

In order to get material for application of the tools, we asked our colleagues to provide their votes about the skiing resorts in the form of assigning them to one of the three classes “preferred”, “agreeable”, and “rejected”. Some persons evaluated only a subset of the options, and we had to deal with one more class, “non-considered”. The vote of each person was stored as a column of a table with rows corresponding to the options.

The following tools provided by Descartes could be useful for a facilitator of a group decision making process:

1) Automatically count for each option the number of people having assigned it to each of the classes (or, in other words, count for each row of the table the number of occurrences of different values in a specified subset of columns). The counts thus obtained can be visualized using all kinds of displays available in the system.

2) “Dynamic query” allows the facilitator to choose a reasonable subset of options for further consideration (options with the largest number of supporters and the smallest number of opponents).

3) With a parallel coordinates plot the facilitator can view and compare individual votes.

4) Automated calculation of average values and variances of values in the specified subset of columns helps to analyze the degree of agreement between group members about each option.

4. IMPLEMENTATION NOTES

All mentioned tools are implemented in Java (JDK 1.1) and are available in the Descartes system. The system can run both locally on any computer with the Java runtime environment installed or in the Internet within standard WWW browsers.
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